
LacledAlloy G80 & 100 chain and attachments are produced to the rigorous re-
quirements of overhead lifting.  Great care has been exercised in selecting the 
chemistry for the forged fittings and wire used to manufacture our attachments and 
chain.  In addition, we employ induction heat treating to our chain to maximize its 
strength and increase elongation characteristics.  All Laclede alloy chain and at-
tachments meet the stringent specifications as  published in ASTM, NACM , ANSI 
B30.9 and OSHA specifications.

Use Only Grade 80 or G100 Chain for Overhead Lifting Applications

Do Not Overload
Know Working Load Limits and the weight of the load to be lifted; overloading can lead to 
rapid wear, stretching and sling failure that may cause serious injury or property damage.

Avoid Faulty Hooks
Do not tip load hooks, force or wedge hook points into loads or face hooks toward loads.
Unbalanced hook ups can slip causing excess stress on lift chains and loss or damage to Unbalanced hook ups can slip causing excess stress on lift chains and loss or damage to 
load.

Remove All Twist, Knots, and Kinks Before Lifting
Twist or knots in chain can impose loads in excess of rated working load limits and spin 
the load dangerously.

Avoid Impact Loading
Loads that are jerked suddenly when picked up can impose tension on the chain far in Loads that are jerked suddenly when picked up can impose tension on the chain far in 
excess of the actual load weight.  Dynamic Stress force can cause sling damage and failure.

Do Not Let Chains Come in Contact With Sharp Corners of a Load With-
out Protective Padding
Bending, nicks and gouges may result without use of protective padding and cribbing.

Do Not Drop or Rest Loads on Chain
Nicking and bending can result in severe chain damage.

Avoid Improper Angle of Lift
Angle of lift less than 30 can result in excessive stress being imposed on each leg of the 
sling resulting in chain stretching and sling failure that may cause serious injury or prop-
erty damage.

Do Not Batten Down Choke Hitch Slings
Reduced hook angles may cause excessive tension of chain resulting in damage or failure.

Do Not Overheat Slings
Overheating will soften the steel, weakening the chain and potentially causing failure.
Slings that are exposed to extreme temperatures (above 400 F) will have reduced working 
load limits.
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ALWAYS OBSERVE FOLLOWING PRACTICES:USEALWAYS OBSERVE FOLLOWING PRACTICES:

The alloy chain is manufactured on sophisticated, state-of-the-art equipment.  
The chain is inspected and tested throughout the manufacturing process to ensure 
quality and performance.  To assure traceability, all chain is assigned a unique 
number (trace code) representing a lot of chain, its heat number, chemistry and 
physicals allowing us to track the chain back to the steel used to manufacture the 
chain. Grade 100 chain offers approximately 25% higher working load limit than 
G80.
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